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Abstract
Planetary habitability is in part governed by nutrient availability, including the availability of the element
phosphorus. The nutrient phosphorus plays roles in various necessary biochemical functions, and its
biogeochemical cycling has been proposed to be extremely slow due to a strong coupling to the rock
cycle via mineral weathering. Here we show a route to P liberation from water-rock reactions that are
thought to be common throughout the Solar System. We report the speciation of phosphorus in
serpentinite rocks to include the ion phosphite (HPO32- with P3+) and show that reduction of phosphate
to phosphite is predicted from thermodynamic models of serpentinization. As a result, as olivine in
ultrama�c rocks alters to serpentine minerals, phosphorus as soluble phosphite should be released under
low redox conditions, liberating this key nutrient for life. Thus, this element may be accessible to
developing life where water is in direct contact with ultrama�c rock, providing a source of this nutrient to
potentially habitable worlds.

Introduction
Nutrients such as nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) limit ecosystem size in the absence of the
evolutionary means to extract and/or �xate these elements. More speci�cally, the evolution of N �xation
has generally resulted in P serving as the limiting nutrient in biomass [1]. Beyond the earth, planetary
habitability is governed in part by nutrient availability, in addition to physical (pressure and temperature)
and environmental (disequilibria) constraints. Phosphorus plays a critical role in biochemical functions
[2–4], ranging from nucleic acids to metabolism, and as such, P is actively scavenged and recycled by
ecosystems [1, 5], and presumably is important elsewhere for the development of life, though there may
be routes to life without phosphorus [6, 7].

Phosphorus is unique amongst the major biogenic elements in that its elemental cycle excludes a
signi�cant volatile phase (although volatile phosphine is present as a minor constituent, as reported by [8,
9]). All phosphorus ultimately originates from rocks and minerals. Within felsic rocks rich in SiO2, most
phosphate is associated with calcium phosphate minerals such as apatite (Ca5(PO4)3(OH,F,Cl)) or rare
earth element (REE) phosphates such as monazite (REE)PO4. Within ultrama�c, SiO2-poor rocks P instead
is generally associated with olivine dissolving at up to 100 ppm within the crystal lattice, likely
exchanging for Si in SiO4 tetrahedra [10–15].

This dichotomy of P-bearing minerals in vastly different silicate rocks raises an important question for
planetary habitability, including that of the early earth: which mineral source of phosphorus is more
important in a given environment? For instance, the felsic rocks generally have more P, and this P is
associated with apatite, which may dissolve via reactions with carbonate [16] or NH4

+ and sulfate [17, 18]
prior to biological extraction. In contrast, if ultrama�c rocks are more abundant (as suggested by the
dominance of olivine in the upper mantle [19, 20]), then the issue of a lower P abundance in olivine is
overcome by the sheer volume of this mineral. In both scenarios, the liberation of phosphorus requires
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water interacting with rock; in the case of felsic rocks this is through dissolution or ionic exchange with
phosphate minerals, and in ultrama�c rocks could occur through weathering and alteration of the rock.

The mode of availability of phosphorus as a nutrient would thus be dependent on the types of rock
interacting with water in an environment. In the case of the early earth, ultrama�c rocks are believed to
have been more common due to the higher heat �ux of upper mantle, which results in less differentiation
and more ultrama�c volcanism [21], the expression of which are the Archean komatiites [22]. Despite this
likely dominance by ultrama�c rocks, the Archean and Hadean both likely had some amount of more
felsic rocks that comprised the early continents [23]. Beyond the earth the presumed habitable worlds
include Mars, which bears a moderately SiO2-rich crust with phosphate availability likely constrained by
dissolution [24]. Phosphorus on the potentially habitable moons Europa and Enceladus is instead likely
constrained by reactions of the subsurface oceans with ultrama�c rock formed during accretion and
differentiation [24–26]. Most P nutrient availability studies focus on felsic rock interactions such as
dissolution [16–18, 24], and here we have chosen to investigate the potential for P liberation from more
ultrama�c sources, given their volumetric abundance for both the early earth and for icy ocean moons.

In addition to these intrinsic sources of phosphorus, extrinsic sources such as meteorites may have
delivered P to the early earth, primarily as metal phosphides [28–33]. The advantage of such a source is
that the reaction of water with phosphides liberates P as the ion phosphite (HPO3

2−) in which the
oxidation state of P is + 3 as opposed to + 5. Phosphite salts are generally much more soluble than the
comparable phosphate salts [34], and hence the presence of phosphite may be a plausible free source of
P on a habitable world. However, such a source is less plausible for icy moons given the general di�culty
of surface to ocean material transfer, as well as the fact that phosphides tend to be high-temperature,
inner solar system phases [35].

Phosphite could be a P nutrient that would be more relevant to planetary habitability due to its higher
solubility if there exist intrinsic sources. However, a dominant paradigm of phosphorus geochemistry is
that phosphorus is synonymous with phosphate. This assumption is generally driven by the fact that the
�rst redox transition—from phosphate to phosphite—occurs at conditions more reducing than the water-
H2 reduction potential (-0.35 V for phosphate reduction vs. 0 V at pH 0 for water to H2). A second
assumption is that the oxidation of reduced forms of P such as phosphite proceeds rapidly so that even
if phosphite is formed, it will oxidize to phosphate quickly enough that phosphate’s chemical behavior
effectively describes the bulk geochemistry of phosphorus on the earth’s surface. Although the latter
assumption has been shown untrue [31, 34] based on oxidation rate experiments of phosphite as salts
and in solution [36], the former still presents a conundrum: can reduced oxidation state P be generated in
water-rich environments?

Such a question is especially pertinent to planetary habitability, including the habitability of the early
earth. The poor solubility of phosphate could limit the availability of P on those planets where plate
tectonic activity is minimal [37], as the cycling of rock would not renew P sources. Alternatively, planets
dominated by ultrama�c rocks may not have abundant apatite as a source of P from weathering, given
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the generally low abundance of P in ultrama�c rocks [38]. Considering the importance of P in modern
biochemical functions from nucleic acids to metabolic pathways [2], this low solubility or abundance
could negatively impact the fecundity of a potentially habitable planet. However, if P is reduced from
phosphate to phosphite, then the solubility of P is no longer constrained by poorly soluble phosphate
minerals.

For this reason, if there were a route to transforming phosphate to phosphite in a widespread fashion,
then the precipitation of phosphate would not deplete total P concentrations, allowing P to persist in the
aqueous environment as an accessible nutrient. Recently, iron oxidation has been shown to correspond to
a concomitant reduction of phosphate to phosphite in iron-rich sediments [34]. Additionally, a role for P
redox in biochemistry has been recognized [39], suggesting there might exist a source of reduced P in the
environment [40]. We explore here the possibility that electrochemically reducing water-rock interactions—
namely the hydration and oxidation of olivine—result in the production of phosphite, in a way more
general than the coupling of Fe2+ to phosphate reduction or through other sources [41]. Given the
prevalence of ma�c and ultrama�c rock in the outer solar system [42], liberation of P as phosphite from
reaction of water with ultrama�c minerals—even though such rocks are typically very low in total P (~ 
100 ppm or less, [38])—may ultimately have been a highly plausible source of P due to the sheer volume
of material available to react.

The interactions of water and rock lead to several mineralogical and solutional changes [43]. Rock can
act as a buffer to water, moderating its pH by dissolution and exchange of H+ with alkali elements. Rock
can also be the cause of signi�cant pH changes, due to the oxidation of minerals, such as sul�de
oxidation leading to low pH, and brucite (Mg(OH)2) formation increasing pH. Furthermore, the redox
conditions resulting from water-rock reactions includes production of reducing agents such as H2. The
rock itself undergoes several changes, including formation of new minerals via hydration, ionic exchange,
and dissolution/precipitation; many of these processes result in physical changes to the rock including
fracturing induced by volumetric expansion.

The reaction of ma�c and ultrama�c rocks with water are well known to produce new minerals,
predominantly clays, phyllosilicates, and oxides, typically on the timescales of years [44, 45]. Clays are
the major product of basaltic water-rock reactions whereas oxides and phyllosilicates (primarily
serpentine minerals) dominate ultrama�c water-rock reactions [46]. The latter process is known as
serpentinization and forms serpentinite rocks, and is believed to be widespread in the solar system [47–
49]). This process also is known to induce an environment that is both alkaline and reducing [50], and
has been proposed as a location for the origin of life [51].

Results
Modeling of Water-Rock Reactions
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Because the redox characteristics of the element phosphorus are typically limited to phosphate and its
acid-base chemistry under “typical” aqueous conditions (Figure 1), the effect of water-rock interactions on
P are viewed mostly in the context of dissolution of phosphate [52, 53].  However, it stands to reason that
highly exergonic water-rock interactions could potentially promote the more intractable redox transition to
phosphite.  Alternatively, the speciation of phosphorus within such rocks may begin at a lower redox state
than is typically considered (as phosphite exchanging with SiO4 tetrahedra), as the speciation of P within
olivine is unclear (and generally not considered as anything beyond +5 [10, 54]).  As an example, the
serpentinization of olivine couples the transformation of forsterite (Mg2SiO4) to serpentine minerals
(Mg3Si2O5(OH)4), and the oxidation of fayalite (Fe2SiO4) to magnetite (Fe3O4), with the resulting
mineralogy dependent on the initial stoichiometry of the olivine. 

(Mg,Fe)2SiO4 + H2O = Mg3Si2O5(OH)4 + Fe3O4 + H2 + SiO2 + Mg(OH)2

Brucite is formed when the Mg/Fe is greater than 3, and SiO2 (typically amorphous) is formed when this
ratio is less than 3.  The oxidation of iron provides the electrons necessary to reduce neighboring
material, whereas the serpentine mineral formation is exothermic, and provides the energy for the batch
reaction [55-56].  We investigate the effect of serpentinization on P speciation by two methods: a redox
calculation and by batch equilibrium models.  First, we constrain the redox-pH conditions of the
serpentinization reaction to show that these conditions are conducive to phosphate reduction. 
Thermodynamic construction of the Eh-pH diagram [57] are at a temperature of 298 K (25°C).  The
reaction of olivine (a solid solution mixture of Mg2SiO4 and Fe2SiO4) with water to give serpentine,

magnetite, and hydrogen (H2 to H+ + e- as the half-cell), with SiO2 as quartz or Mg(OH)2 as brucite �lling
the stoichiometric balance from this reaction.

Notably, this result demonstrates that olivine serpentinization is conducive to phosphite production if the
olivine is 50% forsterite or greater; however, reduction of a few percent of phosphate to phosphite still
occurs at higher fayalite content (Figure 1).  In general, most olivine is Mg-rich, favoring lower redox
conditions.

As noted by Klein et al. [56] the serpentinization of ma�c and ultrama�c rocks generates H2 only with the
oxidation of Fe(II)-bearing minerals, and some of these minerals form solid solutions with
serpentinization products, as ferrobrucite, Fe(OH)2, does with brucite, and greenalite, Fe3Si2O5(OH)4, does
with Mg-serpentine minerals.  To this end, olivine serpentinization was modeled using HSC Chemistry for
batch equilibria at higher temperature and with more consideration for solid solutions, along with
changing water/rock ratios, coupled to an investigation of P speciation.  These models employed the
equilibrium chemistry calculator as part of HSC Chemistry (version 7.1, Outokompu Research Oy)[1].  In
these models, either the water to rock ratio was set to 1:1 (by mass) and temperature slowly increased, or
the temperature was set to 250°C and the water to rock ratio increased (from ~0 to 0.25).  The rock
composition was set to be initially equivalent to 70% forsterite and 30% fayalite. We speci�cally modeled
a dunite rock, where olivine is the sole silicate present, though similar test models with pyroxene present
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did not substantially change the results with respect to phosphorus.  The water reacting with the rock was
set to a pH of 7.5, with 0.5 M NaCl, and low redox state (in equilibrium with an N2 atmosphere).  The
system was held at a constant 500 bar pressure (50 MPa).  We added data for ferrobrucite, greenalite,
and minnesotaite [58], and the remainder of the data came from the existing HSC database. Solid
solutions were assumed between olivine, serpentine minerals, talc minerals, and brucite.  Due to a lack of
thermodynamic data for reduced P compounds, and for P dissolved in olivine/glass, phosphorus was
considered to be present in the rock as P2O5 at 1000 ppm of the total rock weight.  Aqueous speciation
was constrained using the Debye-Huckel approximation of activity coe�cients.  The pH was “�xed” with
a buffer consisting of Na2S/H2S in a 1:4 ratio (0.1 M total Na added) that kept pH near 7.5.  The species
investigated in this model are provided in the methods below.

These batch equilibria models of an olivine dunite undergoing serpentinization reactions reveal that
reduction of phosphate occurs readily at incipient serpentinization (i.e., at low water-rock ratios) (Figure
2). This is because water is potentially an oxidant for phosphite, and based on thermodynamic equilibria
will ultimately oxidize phosphite to phosphate (though in practice it does not readily oxidize in water on
timescales of greater than 5 years [34].  Reduced oxidation state P persists at about 0.3% of the total P
even after the incipient serpentinization has completed (Figure 2b).  These models, based off prior
serpentinization batch equilibria models [58], demonstrate that reducing conditions pervade ultrama�c
rocks when the �rst interactions with water occur [59].

Phosphorus Reactions and Speciation

The above models demonstrate that the reduction of phosphate to phosphite is plausible within
serpentinizing rock.  This reduction occurs with the concomitant oxidation of iron, and is similar to prior
work demonstrating iron oxidation coupled to phosphate reduction [34].  However, in contrast to the low
production (1-4%) of phosphite reported by Fe2+  Fe3+, these thermodynamic models predict the highly
exergonic nature of serpentinization may be able to better power this reduction reaction than the amount
produced by this diagenetic process, especially at low water to rock ratios.

We contrast these model results to P speciation within serpentinites.  Serpentinites were collected from
outcrops in southwestern Oregon at the Nolan Claim (N 42°10.003’ W 123°42.709’ and N 42°09.925’ W
123°42.719’) in Josephine County, OR, USA. These rocks are part of the Josephine Ophiolite in the
Klamath Mountains [60, 61], and were a sequence of ultrama�c rocks (dunite and harzburgite) with a
formation age of 157 million years. Fresh samples were taken along the Josephine creek, then powdered
and analyzed by Raman, XRD, and XRF. Both Raman and XRD show that the main mineralogy of these
samples is the serpentine mineral antigorite (see SI).  The composition of these rocks determined by XRF
(see SI) shows they are composed primarily of magnetite and serpentine minerals, and that they are
depleted in P and enriched in Cr and Ni (consistent with their ultrama�c origin).

Phosphorus compounds were extracted from these serpentinites (see methods) and analyzed by 31P
NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3).  This spectrum shows a peak occurring within the region of phosphite that
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splits (doublet at 4.9 and 1.4 ppm) when the coupling to hydrogen is permitted with a JP-H coupling
constant of 565 Hz. This coupling constant is diagnostic of phosphite [29], indicating phosphite is
present within the serpentinite and is the major P species, formed during the highly reducing alteration of
olivine. The other associated peaks correspond to phosphate (5.6 ppm) and pyrophosphate (-4.6 ppm).
 The presence of both phosphate and pyrophosphate may be due to a few causes. For one, the presence
of phosphate may suggest incomplete reduction of phosphate to phosphite.  Then, when the rock is
serpentinizing, the exergonic/exothermic reaction results in the dimerization of phosphate.  Alternatively,
and perhaps more likely, the presence of pyrophosphate and phosphate may suggest that phosphite has
been oxidized by free radicals such as OH [62], possibly formed by reaction of O2 with native metals
present in the serpentinite [63], which may produce H2O2 that could then react to produce OH [64].

Modeling results and analysis of natural samples both demonstrate that P in ultrama�c rocks that
serpentinize is present in reduced form as phosphite. These results highlight a new role for
serpentinization in planetary habitability.  In addition to heat generation and low redox conditions [65],
serpentinization also affects P speciation. Due to the higher solubility of phosphite relative to phosphate
[66, 67], the serpentinization process may liberate P into water as rocks serpentinize. Notably, the
serpentinized rock is signi�cantly lower in total P content than associated unaltered rocks ([68, 69], Table
S1).  This may imply that as water reacts with the serpentinite that further extraction occurs due to the
higher solubility of phosphite.  As an illustration of this process, the addition of divalent cations (in this
case, Ca2+) to a solution of both phosphate and phosphite results in the precipitation of phosphate but
leaves phosphite relatively unaffected (Figure 4).  This implies that the phosphite is more soluble, and
more easily extracted from the serpentinizing rock than is phosphate.

Discussion
Nutrient availability is a key factor in what makes a world habitable. If P is an important constituent of
biochemical processes beyond the earth, then understanding its liberation from rock provides constraints
on habitability. We propose here that P in ultrama�c rocks is liberated �rst by the transformation of
phosphate to phosphite (or phosphite is intrinsic to olivine) through a coupled oxidation with iron, then
the �ushing of phosphite from the rock as water continues to react with it. To this end, this otherwise
intractable element may become bioavailable for incipient life developing on other worlds, such as icy
moons [27, 65], or on a primitive, ultrama�c earth.

The results presented here are speci�c to serpentinizing rock (and speci�cally, to three samples of
serpentinite separated by a few tens of meters), which is necessarily ultrama�c. Moreover, it is also not
known if this process is common to serpentinites as only one rock outcrop was investigated (though
these serpentinites are not especially unique). Ma�c rocks, such as basalts, may not experience similar
changes to P speciation [46], as serpentinization is halted in these rocks by the production of ferrous
clays, preventing the development of a redox driver for phosphate reduction. However, if oxidation of iron
occurs as basalts alter under reduced conditions, then it may still be feasible that phosphate is reduced to
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phosphite. As of yet, phosphite has not been reported as a species in basalt, through few analyses have
been performed with proton coupling that could reveal P-H interactions [70–72].

Furthermore, these results do clearly show that phosphorus and phosphate are not synonymous in
geologic systems, and great care should be taken in assuming that measured phosphorus (for instance,
by ICP) is in fact phosphate and not the more soluble phosphite ion. The general assumption of P as
phosphate needs closer inspection for those systems where redox may have occurred, especially the
iron(II) to (III) transition, under otherwise anaerobic conditions.

The speciation of phosphorus within olivine is typically considered to be phosphate, with a substitution
for a SiO4 tetrahedron coupled to a vacancy or substitution by an alkali metal for the divalent metal
position (to balance charge). The redox conditions of iron in olivine may be such that phosphorus is
present instead in reduced form (for instance, Fe2+ + Si4+ are substituted instead by Fe3+ and P3+). Some
olivine measurements have shown increases in Al3+ and Cr3+ with increasing P [10]. If such a conjecture
is shown plausible, then P in olivine may intrinsically be present as phosphite in some cases.

Given that olivine is the dominant mineral of the upper mantle, and that the upper mantle makes up about
10% of the earth’s total mass, P in olivine should have been a volumetrically signi�cant source for the
early earth, prior to the development of abundant crust. Additionally, the rocky material at the water-rock
interface of several icy moons is likely composed of ultrama�c rock. As such, the proposed redox reaction
that then allows for the liberation of phosphorus may have been widely important for potentially
habitable worlds. The liberation of this phosphite may have provided an abundance of phosphorus for
developing life, whereupon the oxidation of phosphite could have provided energy [73] leading to
organophosphates, and ultimately to nucleic acid-based biochemistry.

Methods
Species considered in the batch equilibria models include the gases N2, H2; an aqueous solution

consisting of H2O, Ca2+, CaOH+, H2S, HS−, Fe3+, Fe2+, FeO+, FeO2
−, FeOH2+, FeOH+, Fe(OH)2

+, Fe(OH)3
−,

Fe(OH)4
−, H+, H2, HFeO2

−, HO2
−, HPO3

2−, HPO4
2−, H2PO2

−, H2PO3
−, H2PO4

−, HSiO3
−, H2SiO4

2−, H3SiO4
−, Cl−,

Mg2+, MgOH+, Na+, OH−, PO4
3−, SiO4

4−; Diopside as CaMgSi2O6; wustite as FeO; hematite as Fe2O3;
magnetite as Fe3O4; a brucite solid solution as Fe(OH)2, and Mg(OH)2; an olivine solid solution as
Fe2SiO4 and Mg2SiO4; a pyroxene solid solution as FeSiO3 and MgSiO3; a greenalite-serpentine solid
solution as Fe3Si2O5(OH)4 and Mg3Si2O5(OH)4; a minnesotaite-talc solid solution as Fe3Si4O10(OH)2, and
Mg3Si4O10(OH)2; a sul�de pH buffer introduced as the salt Na2S with H2S(aq) in a 1:4 ratio (pH ~ 7.5);
quartz as SiO2; phosphorus as solid P2O5 and P2O3; and salt as NaCl.

Laser Raman spectroscopy was utilized to determine the mineral identity. An Enwave µSense Raman
microscope operating at 785 nm (Model No. EZI-785-A2) was used. The Raman microscope was a Leica
DM300 microscope equipped with three objective lenses (× 4/0.1 NA. ×10/0.25 NA and × 40/0.65 NA).
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Integration time is 30 s to 60 s. Crystal Sleuth software was utilized to determine mineral identity.
Database searching compared the sample with the RRUFF database [74].

Powder XRD was performed using an Olympus BTX Benchtop XRD (with a Cu cathode) to verify mineral
identity further. A calibrated ion chamber, Ludium Model 9 − 3 Radiation Ion Chamber, was obtained for
the measurements which measured radiation level counting range of 0 to 2000 uSv/Hr. Crystal Sleuth
software was utilized to determine the mineral identity. Database searching compared the sample with
the RRUFF database [74].

Samples of the serpentinite rock were analyzed by X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) following prior methods
[75], at Hamilton College (NY) on a Bruker AXS S8 Tiger Wavelength Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence
(WDXRF).

Serpentinites were collected from southwestern Oregon as part of the Josephine Ophiolite in the Klamath
Mountains [69]. Powdered samples were extracted using 15 mL of a 1:4 EDTA NaOH solution, then
concentrated, rehydrated with D2O, and analyzed on a Bruker Neo 600 NMR for 11500 scans in both H-
coupled and decoupled modes.

A solution of Na2HPO3 (0.05 M) was prepared by reacting NaOH and H3PO3 in solution, to which
Na2HPO4 was added to reach a 0.05 M solution of phosphate, giving a 1:1 phosphite to phosphate
mixture consisting of 0.05M of both species. The solution was poured into several vials. To these vials, a
solution of 0.1 M CaCl2 (prepared by mixing anhydrous CaCl2 in de-ionized water) was added in varying
total Ca/P ratios. An 0.8 mL aliquot of the solution within each vial was removed, �ltered, and mixed with
0.2 mL of D2O, and analyzed by 31P NMR, as per Sect. 1.5. 1024 scans were taken for each of these
samples.
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Figure 1

Eh-pH diagram (1 atm, 25°C) for phosphorus (solid lines), with dashed lines showing redox conditions
associated with serpentinization of olivine ranging from 99% fayalite to 25% fayalite. Note that solid, non-
vertical Eh-pH lines speci�cally illustrate where the activity of phosphite equals the activity of phosphate
(1:1), and that these lines are elevated by about 0.12 V for a 1:100 ratio.
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Figure 2

Batch equilibria models of serpentinizing rock, following methods presented by Klein [56]. A) With
increasing water content, the olivine hydrates to serpentine with iron oxidizing to wüstite, then to
magnetite at these temperatures (in agreement with data from [56], see SI). B) The P speciation is initially
almost all reduced at low water-rock ratios, then slowly oxidizes but maintains 0.2-0.3% phosphite as a
fraction of all P.
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Figure 3

31P NMR spectrum of phosphorus extracted from a serpentinite from Josephine county, OR, USA (pH
~13). The x-axis is in ppm, which is a frequency spectrum normalized to 0 for 85% H3PO4. The singlet at
3 ppm (bottom, proton-decoupled) splits into a wide doublet (top, proton-coupled) with a J-coupling
constant of 565 Hz and is characteristic of the ion phosphite. The concentration of P measured using this
method was about 10-4 M with respect to this signal to noise ratio for these scans [29], corresponding to
an extraction of about 90% of the total P. The peak at 5.6 ppm is orthophosphate, and at -4.5 ppm is
pyrophosphate.
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Figure 4

The fraction of initially equimolar (0.05 M) phosphite and phosphate (pH of 8, 25°C) upon the sequential
addition of a total of one equivalent (based on Ca/Ptot) of CaCl2 measured by 31P NMR. With increasing
Ca2+, phosphite remains preferentially in solution. Phosphite and phosphate were dissolved as their
sodium salts, Na2HPO3 and Na2HPO4.
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